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FOLDABLE HEADBAND,
MAKES IT EASY TO

TRANSPORT AND STORE

TWIN SPEAKERS
IN EACH EAR CUP

FOR FAIL SAFE AUDIO

NOISE-CANCELLING 
WATER RESISTANT
& DURABLE FLEXI 
MICROPHONE FOR
GOOD COMMUNICATION 
IN HIGH NOISE

ADVANCED AUDIO
ELECTRONICS

RUGGED, TOUGH,
DURABLE

DETACHABLE
NOISE-CANCELING

MIC

LIGHTWEIGHT, 
ONLY 35 GRAMS

LEATHER HEADBAND 
COVER IMPROVES 
COMFORT AND DURABILITY

VOLUME
DOWN

VOLUME
UP

EASILY REPLACEABLE 
SEALING RINGS

POWER
BUTTON

Active8 

Designed for
extremely

noisy
environments

Comfortable to
use over longer
periods of time

Only
works with
headband
headsets,

not neckband

Lightweight,
only 35 grams

convert your 
existing
headset into a
communications
headset

Kevlar 
reinforced 
cables for 
extra durability

SC37 Fleximic

Dust
protection
& water
resistant

3.5 mm AUX for
simple connection

to the headset dual
audio speakers

Active8 
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SWATCOM SC37 FLEXIMIC

Flexible, easy to attach, detachable noise-cancelling microphone assembly, c/w TP-120, 
MIL-Spec connector for SWATCOM Active8

The most flexible way to convert your existing headset into a communications headset*

Noise-cancelling water resistant & durable flexi microphone for good communication in high noise

3.5 mm AUX for simple connection to the headsets dual audio speakers

Can also be connected to SORDIN Supreme headsets with AUX connection to enhance flexibility

Only works with headband headsets, not neckband

Lightweight, only 35 grams

Kevlar reinforced cables for extra durability

Compatible with most common two-way radios and SWATCOM Multicom2-Pro duplex transceivers

12 months warranty against manufacturing defects

CE approved

The SWATCOM SC37 Fleximic allows you to easily convert your Active8 headband into a 
communications headset. 

The microphone connects into the Axillary port on your Active8 and has a TP120 plug 
enabling you to easily connect to a communications device of your choice. Weighing a mere 35 
grams the microphone connector is designed to be as lightweight and unobtrusive as 
possible. The mic is made with Kevlar reinforced cables to ensure maximum levels of durability 
in the most difficult of conditions.
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Quick and easy to connect to the headset with NATO TP-120 MIL-Spec connection to detachable PTT’s. 
Can also be connected to SORDIN Supreme headsets.

Only compatible with SWATCOM Active8 and SORDIN Supreme 
Headband headsets c/w 3.5 mm AUX

The NATO NEXUS TP-120 MIL-Spec 
connector, connects to our 
SWATCOM PTT2000 range of 
PTT’s enabling use with most 
two-way radio transceivers.

GORTEX improves water resistance




